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EXPO PHASE 2 PROJECT ACHIEVES MAJOR SAFETY MILESTONE
Construction crews reach one million hours worked without incident
As construction for Phase 2 of the Expo Line from Culver City to Santa Monica reaches the
halfway mark, Skanska-Rados Joint Venture (SRJV) today celebrated one million hours worked on
the project without a lost time incident. Since the start of preconstruction activities in June 2011, no
workers on the Expo Phase 2 project have missed a shift due to injury
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time 5135,#128<$0%5,$Brian Freund, SRJV Project Manager. !This achievement is a major milestone in
the construction industry, and we look forward to completing the Expo Line .524*+2$5135,#12=<
With hundreds of employees logging in thousands of hours a week working on bridge
structures 25 feet in the air, around high power lines up to 138,000 volts, and in trenches over 20 feet
deep, maintaining such a safety record is no small feat. >450$1*2#.*&24($%345#'#?#12$&#-@#320$:ABCD0$
focus on an Injury-Free Environment, which is unparalleled in the construction industry and goes far
beyond standard safety programs. Working in a dense urban environment along congested city
streets, SRJV is responsible for protecting not only the health and safety of its personnel, but also that
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in and day out, and the communities along the Expo Line safe.
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added Rick Thorpe, CEO of the Exposition Construction Authority.
Major construction on Expo Phase 2 began only a year and a half ago and already the project
is about 50% complete. Work continues at a rapid pace, with bridges and stations well underway and
track work starting this fall.
Service on Phase 1 of the Expo Line began in Spring 2012. Construction on Phase 2 is
expected to be complete in 2015. The Expo Line will bring greater mobility to the region by connecting
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underserved by public transportation and among the most traffic-congested in the nation.
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